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Executive Summary 

This report is a response to the project application, (U16-003; MGT16-010): Van Norden Dam Spillway 

Modification, submitted by the Truckee Donner Land Trust to Nevada County. Contained in the report 

are comments on the application and supporting documents that specify serious deficiencies in the 

application. Multiple instances of inaccurate and incorrect statements and information are identified as 

well as serious omissions of important relevant information necessary to evaluate the project.  

The report also identifies fundamental flaws in the preparation and scope of the application that should 

be corrected before the application is accepted by Nevada County. 

 The application incorrectly attempts to set the baseline condition of Van Norden Lake as being

drained. Documentation is presented that show that while the lake is in a seasonally drained

condition for a small portion of the year, the lake is present for more than 6 months out of the

year between January and July just as it has for the last 40 years. Moreover, the lake is present

in spring and early summer during the start of the growing season and amphibian and avian

breeding seasons. The impact of the project must consider the permanent environmental

impact for the entire seasonal cycle and not just for a small snap shot of the year.

 The status of the property that will be impacted by this project has been intentionally

manipulated by the applicant to avoid thorough environmental scrutiny. The originally acquired

parcel on which the dam and lake reside is in the process of being re-parceled to isolate the

ecological effects of work on the dam from the lake and wetland area. This obvious attempt to

piecemeal this project to avoid thorough environmental evaluation is contrary to the intent of

the CEQA process and should not be considered by the County in its current form.

 The applicant has announced plans to sell the portion of the parcel containing the lake and

wetlands to the US Forest Service as part of their piecemeal strategy. This project is just the first

in a series that will be brought before the County to make changes in the Donner Summit Valley.

No mention of this is made in the application or the management plan even though the Forest

Service is implicitly an integral part of the project. The role of the Forest Service in post project

conditions should be included in the application and management plan.

 Information and document pertinent to the actual current conditions in the Donner Summit

Valley are presented that correctly characterize the rich diversity that now exists in the

lacustrine, marsh and wetlands habitats that are supported by Van Norden Lake. In light of the

drastic change that this project would have on the current ecosystem, it behooves the County

that there be a thorough evaluation of the far reaching effects of this project will have and that

a full and complete Environmental Impact Report be performed and evaluated before any

decision is made about the project.

 The severity and permanence of the changes that this project will have on the Donner Summit

Valley are not necessary. The report also outlines a compromise solution that could result in the

preservation of a smaller lake and wetland area that would maintain at least some of the

valuable open water and wetland habitat in the valley. A less than 50 acre-feet lake would be

compliant with California State and would maintain a significant portion of the lake and

wetlands while also offering moderate flood control.

This report is being submitted in opposition to this project application and we ask that it be seriously 

considered by Nevada County in their evaluation process. 
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Introduction 

Van Norden Lake and Meadow Acquisition History 

Prior to 2011 the land on which Van Norden Dam and Lake sits was on a Nevada County parcel owned 

by the Royal Gorge LLC company. That company went into receivership in 2011 and the parcel 

containing the dam was acquired by the Truckee Donner Land Trust (TDLT) with a Placer County parcel 

that encompassed an additional portion of the lake and meadow area. The original Nevada County 

parcel included the remnants of Van Norden Dam and 163 acres of the Van Norden Lake and 

surrounding wetlands. Subsequently TDLT expanded the Placer County parcel through a land swap with 

Sugar Bowl Corporation to include the entire Van Norden Lake and meadow area. TDLT purchased the 

land with funds from supporters with the 

clear mandate to preserve the land in its 

state at the time which they acknowledged 

in their publications and presentations (see 

Figure 1 and this link).  

Van Norden Dam and Lake History 

While dams were built as early as the 

1870s in Donner Summit Valley, the 

remnants of the current dam were 

originally built in 1910. The 24 foot high 

dam impounded 5800 acre-feet of water 

and was owned and operated by Pacific 

Gas and Electric to supplement flow to 

their hydro-electric plants further 

downstream on the South Yuba River. In 

1976 the dam was breached to a height of 

10 feet at the spillway which is its current 

configuration. The dam was removed from the jurisdiction of the California Division of Safety of Dams 

(DSOD) from 1976 until 2011. In 2011 the dam was determined to impound more than 50 acre-feet of 

water and was returned to the jurisdiction of the State. DSOD notified the then receiver that the dam 

was out of compliance with current codes and then subsequently notified TDLT when they acquired the 

land. For more information consult the Division of Safety of Dams historical record. 

Van Norden Lake Water Rights 

Pre-1914 water rights for 5800 acre-feet of water were licensed to PG&E while they operated the dam. 

When PG&E breached the dam in 1976 they only transferred licensed rights to 2200 acre-feet of storage 

to Fordyce Lake. Rights to the water remaining 3061 acre-feet of water in Van Norden Lake were 

abandoned by PG&E and there was no further action by the Water Quality Control Board (WQCB) 

concerning the water rights until 2011. At that time the WQCB notified TDLT that they must apply to 

license rights to any water impounded between April and November by Van Norden Dam. TDLT took no 

action to secure the water rights and under a drought emergency mandate in October 2015 the WQCR 

issued an order for TDLT to drain the lake. (See discussion below for more information) 

Current Hydrological Status of Van Norden Lake and Wetlands 

http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/2014/05/12/van-norden-lake-bait-switch/
http://onthesummit.net/Docs/VanNordenDam-staterecord1-13.pdf
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Van Norden Dam remains in its 1976 configuration with a 10 foot high spillway. There is a 24 inch 

drainpipe at the spillway which remains open and drains the lake at approximately 30 cfs (cubic feet per 

second). The Donner Summit Valley experiences drastic seasonal changes in the amount of precipitation 

it receives during the year. Drainage from approximately 6000 acres of watershed in the Donner Summit 

area flow through the spillway. The area receives 61 inches of precipitation on average which translates 

into over 20,000 acre-feet of runoff each year. The precipitation season runs from October to May every 

year. Initial rains in late fall and early winter will fill the Van Norden lake basin with flows over the 

spillway well in excess of 30 cfs which results in formation of the lake behind the dam by January. The 

lake freezes and heavy snow accumulates on the ice from December to the spring thaw in April. Normal 

snow accumulation of 35 feet melt in the spring and early summer producing high flows in the 

thousands of cubic feet per second (>30 cfs) over the spillway. It is not until the end of June in a normal 

year that the flow into the lake is below 30cfs and the lake starts to drain and goes dry by the middle of 

July.  

Contrary to the statements made in the application, currently water does accumulate behind the dam to 

form Van Norden Lake and surrounding wetlands between the months of January (November in wet 

years) and July. The conditions critical to the support of the environmental habitats in the Summit Valley 

are discussed below. The consequences of this project will be the permanent draining of the existing 

lake that will have serious detrimental effects on these habitats and will constitute drastic and 

destructive changes to the environment as well as the hydrology in the Donner Summit Valley. These 

changes should be held to the highest environmental scrutiny. 

Responses to Submitted Application Documentation 

Upon analysis of the supporting documentation for this project this section of the report focuses on 

errors, inaccuracies and missing information that contradicts the supporting statements. Comments are 

listed by the submitted documents. 

Document: Nevada County Project Information Questionnaire (link) 

Section 1b. Are any exceptions to required standards proposed or required for this project (a 

Variance, a Petition for Exceptions or a Management Plan to encroach into any sensitive resources)? If 

yes, identify the nature of the proposed variance, exception or management plan: 

This statement is not correct. 

No, the water was released prior to this project to comply with other emergency orders and the 

Governor’s Drought Proclamation.  Because TDLT does not own water rights the reservoir will remain 

unfilled. 

Although the water in the lake was removed last fall the lake reforms by January as a result of winter 

rain and snow melt. The watershed drainage flow is much greater than the 30 cfs flow of the drainpipe 

in the dam and the lakebed fills up and remains filled until the beginning of July. During that period the 

lake supports a fishery and surrounding wetland habitat. In the spring the lake provides over 16 acres of 

prime breeding habitat for the Western Toad whose populations are decreasing in the Sierras due to 

habitat destruction (see below). Migratory birds also use the lake and wetlands as a stopover on their 

migration north. Waterfowl, shorebirds and songbirds use the willow thicket wetlands for nesting. 

Lowering the dam and draining the lake is a serious encroachment on very sensitive natural resources. 

http://www.mynevadacounty.com/nc/cda/planning/docs/Planning%20Projects/Current%20Planning%20Projects/Van%20Norden/PIQ.pdf
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Section 1 c. Code Violations: To your knowledge, are there any Code violations occurring on this 

property, including the issuance of a Warning Notice or a Citation for the subject property? ___ yes  

no If yes, describe: 

The following statement is not correct 

The Division of Dam Safety has mandated that the spillway be lowered at least five feet. 

Instructions from the DSOD clearly state that the dam only has to be lowered to a level that will reduce 

the size of the lake to less than 50 acre-feet (personal communication with Aspet Ordoubigian, DSOD 

Area Engineer in charge of Van Norden dam). According to bathymetry analysis performed by Balance 

Hydrologics, that would only be a decrease of 2.2 feet (see Figure 2). 

 

The statements in the questionnaire cite dam safety considerations and county code as well as the 

Martis Creek dam. While the implication to Van Norden dam is implicit, there is no data to indicate that 

Van Norden dam is at risk of failure. While the original dam was deemed incapable of holding 5800 acre-

feet of water, the remnants of that dam currently hold less than 3% of that volume. Reduction of the 
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current spillway by 2.2 feet to hold a less than 50 acre-feet lake would not be considered by DSOD to 

pose no risk. 

Section 2 a. Does this project have a relationship to a larger project or a series of projects? 

While there is no current project filed, this project is only the first step in a series of projects that TDLT 

and the USFS are planning for this area.   Trying to isolate this project is a clear attempt at piecemealing 

a much larger series of projects that will have drastic effect on the area (see discussion below). 

Section 2 d. Describe project potential to change the character of the surrounding area, including the 

loss of open space 

The statement that there will be no changes in the surrounding area are blatantly false. Currently there 

is a 70 acre open water lake area and an additional 90 acres of surrounding wetlands. The flora and 

fauna supported by these habitats is well documented in the Biological Report. While the statements in 

this application imply that the lake has been drained that is not the case for at least 6 months including 

the spring and early summer when the growing season occurs and plant and wildlife thrive. The lake and 

wetlands support a diverse fishery, breeding habitat for Western Toads (see discussion below) and 

Chorus Frogs, waterfowl breeding habitat, stopover habitat for migratory birds and feeding habitat for 

Osprey, Bald Eagles and special-status White Pelicans. All of that will be destroyed. This is not a 

supposition. When the lake dried up this July after it drained, all these events occurred as shown in 

Figure 3. The removal of over 6 million gallons of water from the Summit Valley as a result of this project 

will have drastic effects on the environment.  

This statement could not be further from the truth. 

In summary, the character of the surrounding area will not change because the land use will remain open 

space and the habitat types in adjacent areas are not dependant on a functional dam 

“Open space” is hardly a specific enough classification in which to compare pre and post project 

conditions with regard to the serious ecosystem changes that will result from this project. I would simply 

refer you to the comparison photographs in Figure 3. In this case a picture is truly worth a thousand 

words.  

And again. As much as the application tries to raise the specter of dam safety, there is no credible data 

to show that the dam in its current state is dangerous and it certainly would pose no risk if lowered 2.2 

ft to hold less than 50 acre-feet of water. 

There is also an attempt to claim that the ground water levels would not be affected by draining the 

lake. Please see the response below concerning this claim made by D.Shaw. 

This statement has no basis in fact. 

The TDLT will not apply for additional water rights to support wetlands and/or wildlife because its 

unfeasible for many reasons (water rights availability and 20+-year processing time for SWQCB permit) 

There is no evidence or documentation to support this statement. In fact, in personal communications 

with Michael Contreras from the WRCB and a prominent Sacramento water rights attorney, I was 
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assured that water rights were available and that the normal process would not be longer than a few 

years. This was also communicated to us by the Director of TDLT, the applicant, in an email dated 

11/12/14 in which Mr Norris acknowledges that water rights processing time was 3-5 years (see 

Attachment C).  This refusal to obtain proper water rights by TDLT is a red herring that they are 

purposely using to justify their destruction of the lake and wetlands (see discussion below). 

Section 3f. Are there existing erosion problems or geologic hazards occurring on this site, such as 

landslides, mudslides, ground failures, earthquake faults or similar hazards? If yes, describe: 

Again the statements paint the existing dam with the problems of the previous configuration before the 

spillway was notched in 1976. A spillway reduction of 2.2 feet would maintain a less than 50 acre-feet 

lake and be of no risk according the DSOD. 
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This statement is antithetical. 

The Truckee Donner Land Trust mission is to preserve and protect scenic, historic and recreational lands 

with high natural resource values in the greater Truckee Donner region. 

How is the destruction of sensitive and unique scenic and environmental habitat being preserved or 

protected by its destruction? When TDLT was raising money for this acquisition, they promised exactly 

this proposition. And here we are four years later and they are completely destroying it (again I would 

draw your attention to Figure 1).  

With respect to the natural state of the South fork of the Yuba River. The presence of the existing dam is 

the only thing that maintains any part of the South Yuba River in the Donner Summit Valley during the 

summer months. See Attachment A to see what happens to the South Yuba river without the dam. 

There is no obligation by TDLT to dismantle the dam. Their obligation is to stand by their promise to 

their donors to preserve the rich habitats that made the Donner Summit Valley a scenic and precious 

natural resource. 

4g. Are there any wetlands or riparian areas on this site? ___ yes no 

This may be technically true since TDLT has used re-parceling to “piecemeal” this project (see discussion 

below). They have deliberately split the existing parcel so that they can try to isolate this project from its 

effects on the lake and wetlands. This is blatantly against the spirit of environmental protection statutes 

and the CEQA process and there is plenty of case-law against this practice. This would certainly be 

grounds for future legal action if this application was approved. 

Document: GroundwaterEffectsduringDrawdown20160209 (link) 

To follow up on statements made above in the Questionnaire, the response to this document concerns 

the statement that ground water levels would not be affected by draining Van Norden Lake. This 

document is a report by Balance Hydrologics which ostensibly describes groundwater measurements 

over a period from August 2013 to November 2015. The last month of this period included the “draw 

down” (aka draining) that TDLT was forced to do on the lake because they failed to obtain water rights. 

The conclusion that the study supposedly supports is that the level of the lake has no effect on 

groundwater levels in the Summit Valley. A premise that is hard to understand since one definition of a 

lake is the “exposed level of the ground water level”. 

Consider the data in the Figures 1 & 2 of the document.  The first point that the report makes is that the 

groundwater levels are higher than the lake which may give the impression that he lake does not 

contribute much to ground water levels. What is misleading is the fact that all of these measuring 

stations are significantly higher in elevation than the lake. The lake is of course at the lowest point in the 

valley since water flows downhill. Moreover, unlike the groundwater, the lake has a set height which is 

the level of the spillway. What is really important here is the depth of the groundwater which 

determines the availability of the groundwater to plant life. 

The real problem with this document lies in the interpretation by Balance Hydrologics of the data during 

the draining of the lake in October 2015. The draining is evident by the precipitous fall in the lake level. 

When you look at the ground water levels for the measuring stations near the lake during the draining 

they are going up. The conclusion made by Balance Hydrologics is that lowering the lake has no effect on 

http://www.mynevadacounty.com/nc/cda/planning/docs/Planning%20Projects/Current%20Planning%20Projects/Van%20Norden/GroundwaterEffectsduringDrawdown20160209.pdf
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groundwater levels. In fact, from this interpretation of the data you could conclude that lowering the 

lake increases groundwater levels. Completely counter intuitive, but seemingly supported by this data. 

Of course this conclusion makes no sense and is not at all supported by this data. Looking at the 

October-November periods from 2013 and 2014 shows the same phenomenon. It is only when the small 

footnote on page 1 of the report is considered that the data makes any sense. 

“1.76 inches of precipitation was recorded on October 1, 2015; 1.32 inches was recorded on October 17, 

2015, and periodic smaller precipitation events occurred in November, as measured at the Central Sierra 

Snow Laboratory, located approximate 0.25 miles north of Van Norden Meadow.  Data provided by the 

Western Regional Climate Center.” 

The reason that lowering the lake had no effect on groundwater levels is because the fall rains had come 

and the groundwater was being recharged from the surrounding watershed as it is every fall. In fact, we 

even had a little snow during that period. The reality is that this data is completely useless in 

determining the effects of draining the lake on ground water levels. The critical time to observe the 

effects of the lake on groundwater levels is in the summer (red boxes) when groundwater levels are no 

longer being charged by melt water (like they are at the writing of this report). While we haven’t seen 

the data for the summer of 2016, it would only make sense that during the critical summer period, 

groundwater levels will plummet without the lake to charge them when the discharge has stopped. 

Statements in this document and references to it in the Questionnaire are completely unsupported and 

should not be given any weight in this application. 

Document: Hydraulic Memo 20150715 (link) 

This hydraulic evaluation done by Balance Hydrologics is used in support of implications that the dam 

may be unsafe. This response discusses the results of the report and consideration for its interpretation.  

 Balance Hydrologics has used standard practices to perform the analysis. There is one parameter that is 

very important to the analysis that should be noted. The Breach Formation Time on page 5 was 

determined to be 1 hour. This means that we are not talking about a sudden failure that releases a wall 

of water down the Yuba which they state in the report. 

The crux of the report starts with the RESULTS section on page 7. The first section, the Sunny Day 

Breach, makes it clear that while it would be an event to see, the banks of the Yuba would contain the 

added flow from a breach under normal conditions. The real question of course is what happens if the 

breach were to occur during a storm. That scenario is covered by the Design Flood scenario. This quickly 

gets complicated, but the results can be visualized in Figure 4. 

The important results of the scenario are: 

 The design flood was theoretically designed to be at the “tipping point” in which the level of the 

Yuba would be at the bottom of the living quarters for the only 2 houses in the inundation zone 

of the flood. This 1 in 120 year event was to measure the added contribution of a breach. There 

will still be property damage to the lower non-living sections of the homes at this level. 

 The added contribution of a breach for the existing 190 acre-ft lake raised the level of the water 

in the living quarters by 47 inches over the one hour breach time. There would still be property 

damage to the home. 

http://www.mynevadacounty.com/nc/cda/planning/docs/Planning%20Projects/Current%20Planning%20Projects/Van%20Norden/HydraulicMemo20150715.pdf
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 Under conditions in which the lake contained only 50 acre-ft, the level only rose 28 inches. 

There would still be minor property damage. 

 Under conditions in which the lake only contained 5 acre-ft (the level described in this project), 

the level only rose 1 inch into living quarter. However, there would still be property damage. 

The most important part of the report of course is the evaluation of the hazard posed to loss of life in 

this scenario. The crucial finding from the detailed discussion in the report is that they find there are 

only two homes in the vicinity of the dam that are affected and there is only a very low probability of 

.0024 for loss of life under this severe scenario. Just to put this into perspective, this means that in 1 out 

of every 420 storm events of this magnitude there was the probability of 1 loss of life. Given the fact 

that this storm event occurs only once in 120 years, this means that there is a probability of one loss of 

life every 50,400 years (420 x 120 years). Remember that this probability is only in the equally 

improbable event that the dam were to breach in the first place. The report takes a swing at estimating 

that risk and comes up with a range over two orders of magnitude. The upper value of the range would 

be 1 in 50,000 (you would be 6x more likely to die in a plane crash). The bottom value of the range is 1 in 

5 million (you would be 12x more likely to be struck by lightning). The bottom line is there is no added 

hazard to loss of life. 

What this report touches on but fails to stress is that the Van Norden dam provides significant hazard 

prevention in the form of flood control. As shown in the last column of Table 2 of the report, the dam 

provides flood control potential except in the cases of reducing the lake to 5 acre-ft or removing the 

dam completely. And as the report clearly states, if the lake is left at 50 acre-ft it can provide moderate 

flood control that will serve to mitigate rather than increase the hazard of downstream flooding. The 

flood control effects are not seen in this type of report because the effects occur upstream of the dam. 

Attenuation of the storm surge by the dam would mean that in order to attain the flow rates for the 
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Design Flood described here, the severity of the storm would have to be higher (something that would 

occur even less often), or in more practical terms, the same severity storm would cause less damage due 

to surge attenuation. 

Document: Bio Report 20140217 (link) 

My first comment concerns the definition of the Study Area. We commend Dudek in clearly stating that 

the Study area that will be affected by the project does in fact include the entire 721 acre Van Norden 

Lake and meadow area which includes both Nevada and Placer County parcels. As stated below, the 

project described in this application is an attempt to piecemeal the effects that this project will have on 

the entire study area by artificially isolating the lowering of the dam by re-parceling the property (see 

discussion below). Any biological analysis of this project would be deficient and inaccurate in not 

considering its consequences to the entire Summit Valley ecosystem that is described in the study area. 

Unfortunately, Dudek used an out of date Soils Map (Figure 4 in the report) from ESRI to illustrate soil 

types. The ESRI map still shows the profile of Lake Van Norden before it was breached in 1976. This 

inaccuracy is important because much of the effects of this project will be on the area that is now shown 

as water on the map. Any soils analysis, especially hydric soils that will be affected by lowering the 

current lake are not represented on this map. Because this project will have its most serious effects on 

the incorrectly depicted area, the applicant should be required to have this part of the study corrected 

with accurate data before this application is acted on. 

Fortunately, the Vegetation Communities map used in Figure 5 of the report did accurately show the 

current lake configuration. It should be evident to anyone looking at the map that it is the presence of 

the lake that supports the Willow Thickets wetland community that is such a valuable habitat in the 

Donner Summit Valley. These thickets are composed of Lemmon’s Willow which has a root depth of only 

24 inches and requires a high ground water table to grow. This project will drain the lake year round and 

lower the water table at the east end of the meadow by 5 feet. The willows will wither without the lake 

and 90+ acres of habitat will be lost. This is borne out by examining photographs of the Valley as the one 

shown in Figure 5 which shows only grasses in a dry meadow with no willows. As the study states, 

willow communities provide unique habitat especially for endangered species like the Willows 

Flycatcher. Reduction of the Willow Community by removal of the lake will destroy that valuable 

habitat. Please see more discussion of the threat to Willow Flycatcher in the Additional Comments 

section below. 

I commend Dudek for performing a good report on the current biological status in the Donner Summit 

Valley. It should be evident to anyone that reads this report that Van Norden Lake and wetlands is a 

unique natural resource in the Sierras. However, as the authors state, their short study period in the 

area did not allow them do a comprehensive study. As a resident of the Summit area and a naturalist 

that studies the area year round I would add the following observations. 

http://www.mynevadacounty.com/nc/cda/planning/docs/Planning%20Projects/Current%20Planning%20Projects/Van%20Norden/BioReport_20140217.pdf
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While the Western Toad was mentioned 

as a resident amphibian in the study 

area, the size and vitality of this 

population could not be appreciated 

from such a short study period. In fact, 

the Donner Summit Valley has one of 

the most robust populations of Western 

Toad in the Sierras. The unique habitat 

created by the shallow areas of Van 

Norden Lake (other lakes in the area are 

too deep) produced tens of thousands 

of toads each year. Please refer to a 

complete discussion of the Western 

Toad phenomenon at Van Norden lake 

in Attachment B for more information. 

This project will drain all of the more 

than 16 acres of shallow lake that now 

provides prime breeding habitat for this 

amphibian. The Western Toad is now 

classified at near-Threatened  by the ICxxx and populations throughout the Sierra are dropping, except 

in the Donner Summit Valley. Moreover, the main cause of the population decrease is habitat 
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destruction. As amphibian populations decrease world wide, it makes no sense to allow for the 

destruction of prime breeding habitat like that provided by Van Norden Lake. 

With respect to special 

status animals. Dudek has 

rightly identified Van 

Norden Lake as prime 

habitat for the special 

status animals such as the 

Bald Eagle and White 

Pelican. To supplement 

their observations I can 

confirm and document 

that in fact both of these 

species do take up summer 

residence in Van Norden 

Lake. Please refer to the 

photographs in Figures 10 

and 11 which shows both 

species at the lake. In fact, 

Van Norden lake due to its shallow waters and abundant fish population supports a group of 10-20 

white pelicans every year. This year the white pelicans were at the lake until the end of July when the 

lake finally drained to a level too low to support them. This project will drain the lake completely year 

round which will remove the fishery that support the Eagles and Pelicans thus extirpating these species 

from the Donner Summit Valley. Certainly changes as drastic as this require a more comprehensive 

study as suggested by Dudek to determine the feasibility of destroying this habitat. 

The thorough report done by Dudek showing the intricate dependencies of the current biological 

conditions in the 

Donner Summit Valley 

clearly show that it is 

not possible to isolate 

the effects of this 

project on this complex 

ecosystem as has been 

done in this 

application. 

Permanently draining 

Van Norden Lake will 

cause drastic habitat 

changes that will have 

far reaching 

consequences 

throughout the Valley. 

Moreover, there will be 

destruction of unique 
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biological habitats that will serve to decrease the biodiversity within the Valley as well as further threat 

sensitive species. 

Document: MgmtPlan-Att1 and 2 only compressed (link) 

This document purported describes the management plan for pre and post project conditions. 

Unfortunately, this is another attempt by the applicants to set a false baseline condition for this project. 

Consideration of this project should take into account the seasonal changes that occur in the Donner 

Summit Valley, primarily the shifting hydrology through the Spring and Summer months. It is impossible 

to evaluate the effects of a project such as this by “snap shotting” certain times during the season as has 

been done in this management plan.  

  

http://www.mynevadacounty.com/nc/cda/planning/docs/Planning%20Projects/Current%20Planning%20Projects/Van%20Norden/MgmtPlan-Att1and2onlycompressed.pdf
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Consider the following points: 

Section 1.1 Historic Van Norden Reservoir Habitat Pre-Project Prior to Emergency Water Release 

It seems obvious that the preparer of this report, Lori Carpenter, had not read the Biological Report. This 

is a pretty clumsy attempt to simplify the project management to only the open water habitat when in 

fact the reservoir has traditionally consisted of open water, marsh and palustrine willow thicket wetland 

habitats that will all be drastically affected by the project and have to be managed. The existing habitats 

and predicted post project habitats if the dam was lowered 5 ft is shown in Figure 9.  

The existing habitats provided a rich ecosystem that supported a fishery, migratory birds, breeding 

waterfowl and predatory raptors as shown in Figure 10. 

Section 1.2 Current Van Norden Reservoir Habitat Pre-Project 

It is in this section that the applicant is trying to establish a false baseline to this project. It was certainly 

by design that they chose to wait until July to do their aerial shots. Contrary to Ms Carpenter’s 

statement that no previous published aerial photos existed, the aerial photos shown in Figure 3 were 

taken by me in June. In addition, there were also aerial videos that were published on our Facebook 

page and available to the public at our SaveVanNordenLake.Org website and Facebook page (see these 

links: video 1, video 2). As the photos clearly show, the word current is a very ambiguous word to 

describe the pre project status of Van Norden Lake. From January (see this video link) until the end of 

June there was in fact a full lake present in the valley as there has been for the last 40 years. It should 

also be noted that the only reason that the lake drained was because TDLT has refused to apply for 

proper water rights (see the discussion below). 

So again the list of Van Norden Reservoir habitat pre-project is incomplete and misleading. There were 

still marsh and palustrine habitats present even two weeks before July 7th when TDLT took their 

“convenient” pictures. Not only was the habitat present, but it was being used by migratory aquatic 

birds as shown in Figure 10. 

Section 1.3 Historic Van Norden Reservoir Habitat under Post-Project Conditions 

It is a shame that Ms Carpenter didn’t do a follow up on her aerial pictures before listing all the “new” 

habitat that was going to appear after all the water was removed. As the aerial photos and video (see 

this link) show from August 8 in Figure 3, only a month later the Van Norden Reservoir Habitat area was 

completely dry. In fact, this would be the case much earlier if in fact the dam was lowered and the lake 

drained. Contrary to applicant’s unsupported statements, the existing willow thicket wetlands (which 

were seemingly missed in Section 1.2 above) will wither and die without the lake water. This was already 

evident as shown in Figure 12. The word “facultative” is used to describe the eventual habitat but I 

believe “fictional” might have been a better adjective to use.  

This attempt at “fixing” the pre and post conditions for the management plans to support this project is 

disingenuous to say the least.  

 

  

http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/
https://www.facebook.com/savevannordenlake?ref=hl
https://vimeo.com/173189463
https://vimeo.com/178617302
https://vimeo.com/154068096
https://vimeo.com/178617302
https://vimeo.com/178617302
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The prediction that the lakebed and surrounding willow thicket wetlands will be transformed into much 

drier alpine montane wet/dry meadow has been discussed above. In addition to the historical photos in 

Figures 5-8, the current configuration of the Donner Summit Valley that is shown in Figure 13 indicates 

that once the water is removed from Van Norden Lake at the west end of the valley, it will revert back to 

the same wet/dry meadow status depicted in the historical photos (see Attachment E for more 

discussion). 

 

Section 2.1.2.2 Evaluation of Historic Open Water Areas 

This section is a monument to the concept of piling on superfluous data to overwhelm the reader. I 

would also be hard to find a section that doesn’t have more initials and acronyms. The supposed 

“watershed” approach that the applicant claims to be using does nothing more that raise the “noise” 

level to decrease the impact of this project. The attempt at comparing the Van Norden wetland 

ecosystem to every lake meadow and vernal pool in a 63 sq mile is an obvious attempt at burying any 

consequences of this project and belies the uniqueness of the Van Norden ecosystem. Comparing the 

unique shallow Van Norden lake with its rich ecosystem with the other deeper glacial tarn lakes in the 

area, many of which are dammed and have very sparse ecosystems is a complete obfuscation. This is a 

pretty obvious attempt at putting the changes out of context with respect to the environmental effects 

of this project on the Donner Summit Valley. While it makes sense to consider the impacts of the project 

on the watershed, evaluation should be focused on the Donner Summit Valley watershed where the 

impact will be the greatest. 

There is also an effort made here to justify classifying the pre habitat as only open water without the 

existing marsh and willow thicket wetlands. The approach here is to put enough forest out there that it’s 

hard to see the trees. However, if you look carefully through the forest there are some snags that need 

attention. As stated above, it is not possible to consider the effects of this project on the Valley without 

including the existing lake, marsh and willow wetlands.  
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The following statement is incorrect. 

There are several similar open water lake habitats within the study area for wildlife use. 

This unsupported statement that implies alternative habitats that are similar to Van Norden Lake is not 

true. Van Norden Lake is unique in the area because is very shallow with an average depth of only 2 ft 

due to its location on a flat floodplain in the Summit Valley. Every other lake in the area is much deeper 

and poorer in vegetation or are completely surrounded by shoreline development. As discussed below 

the unique shallow waters make for prime breeding habitat for water fowl and the Western Toad.  

The following statement is not true 

The post project wetland habitat will be more diverse and adjacent to existing high alpine wetland 

meadows and riparian habitat, increasing the overall watershed functions. 

The post project wetlands will be much drier earlier in the season. Without open water and willow 

wetlands there will be no fishery or breeding habitat for waterfowl and western toad and no food 

source for predatory raptors and White Pelicans. The result will be a reduction in diversity of fish, 

amphibians and birds. The project converts the highly diverse lacustrine, marsh and willow thicket 

wetlands into more of the existing drier montane wet/dry meadow (see Attachment E). The fact is the 

result of the project will be a decrease in diversity.  
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The existing willow wetlands are already adjacent to high alpine meadow and riparian habitat and there 

will be no increase in watershed function. It is more likely that without the lake water to recharge the 

alpine meadow aquifer, there will be less watershed function during late summer and fall. 

This statement is incredible considering what is really happening.  

Adding a wetland complex of almost 100 acres adjacent to existing wetland meadows/riparian habitat 

within the Summit Valley could be a significant benefit considering that high alpine wetland complexes of 

this size are rare, especially at the top of watershed in this area. 

The removal of over 6 million gallons of water stored in Van Norden Lake which is what this project will 

do can in no way add wetland habitat. The simple truth is that the existing 90+ acres of willow thicket 

wetland will be drained and replaced by much drier alpine meadow that will be dry meadow by 

midsummer without the lake water to maintain the water table. Moreover, overall diversity and health 

of the meadow will be severely reduced by the loss of the precious lacustrine habitat of Van Norden 

Lake and wetlands. The severe de-watering of the area is shown in the aerial photos in Figure 3 and will 

much worse if this project permanently drains the lake. 

Section 2.1.2.3 Wetlands 

As above the applicant attempts to use a drained lake baseline to describe conditions that only exist for 

a portion of each year. This “desktop delineation” of the wetland areas in the Donner Summit Valley is 

flawed because it ignores the presence of a full lake for more than half of the year. There is also an 
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attempt made again to piecemeal this project and isolate it from the effects it will have on the entire 

Summit Valley ecosystem (see discussion below).  

In an attempt to snap shot conditions, the applicant describes the area as freshwater mudflats. This was 

true when they took their photographs in July. However, it was only for a short period of approximately 

4 weeks during the entire year that this condition was true. Photos in Figure 3 clearly show the area was 

inundated by Van Norden Lake until the end of June and there were 90+ acres of willow wetlands 

surrounding the lake. Photos in Figure 3 also show that the mudflats that formed when the lake drained 

in July, were dry by the first week in August. It would therefore be incorrect to use the conditions 

described in the application to assess the conditions of the wetlands during most of the year.  

Section 2.1.4 Impact to Rare, Threatened or Endangered Species 

 The following statement is incorrect. 

Direct impacts of the Project on rare, threatened, or endangered species within the Van Norden Dam 

project area are not expected to be significant. 

Again Ms Carpenter must have missed this section in the Biology Report. There are several special status 

species that will be drastically affected by this project including the Bald Eagle and White Pelican. In 

addition, there will be serious habitat reduction for the near-endangered Western Toad (see discussion 

below). Finally, there will be a drastic reduction of the willow thicket wetlands surrounding the lake the 

will drastically reduce habitat for the endangered Willow Flycatcher (see discussion below). Threats to 

any of these species should be of concern when considering the project. The omission of these threats in 

the application are a serious deficiency that should be corrected before the application is considered. 

Additional Comments 

In addition to the comments on specific supporting documents I would like Nevada County to consider 

the following general comments concerning this project. 

Piecemealing the Project 

As discussed in comments above, this application is a blatant attempt at isolating the lowering of the 

dam from its effects on the entire lake and wetland ecosystem. TDLT has intentionally split off the land 

on which the dam sits from the original parcel that included the dam and the lake (see Figure 14). The 

intent is clear. By isolating a new parcel with the dam on it from the lake and wetland portion they hope 

to avoid the environmental scrutiny that such a drastic change in the Summit Valley requires. This 

maneuver is not only dishonest but it is contrary to the intent of the CEQA process. There is ample case 

law against this type of activity and provides grounds for future legal action if it is not corrected in this 

application. 

Setting an Artificial No-lake Baseline 

This is another attempt by the applicant to avoid a thorough environmental review.  As discussed above 

like most meadows in the Sierra Nevada, the Donner Summit Valley experiences seasonal changes in 

precipitation that effect the hydrology of the Valley. With the heavy snowfall and winter rains as shown 

in Figure 15, there are large volumes of water that flow through the valley during winter, spring and 

early summer. In its current configuration with the 10 ft high spillway in place and a 24 inch diameter 
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drainpipe, water is stored in Van Norden Lake starting as early as November (if the rains are heavy) and 

lasting until the beginning of July. Flows through the spillway are greater than 2000 cfs during heavy 

runoff periods which overcome any effects of the drainpipe which can has a maximum flow of 

approximately 30 cfs or less. 

The attempt by the applicant to characterize the pre project conditions as having no lake present are 

based upon only a short seasonal period during the summer when traditionally dry conditions exist. 

They do not represent conditions which are present for more than half of the year. Moreover, the lake is 

present during the most critical period with respect to the growing season for meadow vegetation as 

well breeding season for most of the wildlife in the Valley. The lake is also present during the spring bird 

migration and is used as a stopover area by migrating birds including Sand Hill Cranes (see Figure 11). 

Any meaningful environmental review of this project must take into account its effects on the entire 

hydrological and environmental seasonal cycle in the valley and not just a short summer snapshot. 

Threats to Special Status and Endangered Species 

The Biological Report clearly identifies threats to the Bald Eagle and White Pelican that are summer 

residents at Van Norden Lake. In addition, this project will drastically reduce the breeding habitat of the 
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near-threatened Western Toad (see Attachment B). But most critically, the project will have profound 

effects on the endangered Willow Flycatcher. 

The Biological Report states quite clearly that the large Willow Thicket wetland habitat that surrounds 

the lake is prime Willow Flycatcher breeding habitat. More important, Willow Flycatcher breeding 

habitat is dependent upon the presence of open water (personal communication with Ted Beedy). 

Contrary to the unsupported claims by the applicant, removal of the lake water will not convert the dry 

lake bottom to more Willow Thickets. Lemmon’s Willow requires a high water table because it has a 

shallow root system (24 inches max). This project would lower the groundwater level by five feet in the 

lakebed permanently during the entire year. This would not support a Willow Thicket community. This 

can be clearly seen at the eastern end of Van Norden Meadow which is alpine montane meadow and 

too dry to support Willow growth. Without lake water, the dry lakebed will convert to the same drier 

montane meadow. This prediction is supported by historic photos in Figures 5-8 that clearly show 

wet/dry meadow and no willow thickets.  

The applicant has continually promoted this project by using misleading assumptions and unsupported 

claims that removing the lake will increase Willow Flycatcher habitat. This claim is not only not 

supported by any data, but is in fact refuted by historic photos and the condition of the meadow 

adjacent to the lake which does not support willow thicket habitat. Considering the critical status of the 

Willow Flycatcher (which has been identified in the Van Norden Meadow – Ted Beedy personal 

communication) the question of the effects on the habitat for this endangered bird should be 

thoroughly studied before any decision is made concerning this application. 

Water Rights for Van Norden Lake 

The applicant for this project states in several documents that they do not have the water rights to keep 

water in Van Norden Lake. The history of the water rights for Van Norden Lake are very well laid out in a 

letter from Michael Contreras from the Water Resources Control Board (see Attachment D). It is clear 
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that currently the water rights for water in the Summit Valley have reverted to the state after PG&E 

abandoned them in 1976 when they breached the dam. The letter clearly lays out the alternatives for 

TDLT to proceed and the first one is to apply to WRCB for the water rights. In personal communications 

with Mr. Contreras in May of 2014, he assured me that the water rights were available and that there 

were no a priori reasons that would preclude TDLT from obtaining the rights. I followed up on this 

conversation by contacting a prominent Sacramento water rights attorney who confirmed that obtaining 

the water rights was not only possible but probable. Finally, in discussions with the US Forest Service 

about their subsequent ownership of the Summit Valley Land I was told by the district ranger Johanne 

Robique that she did not doubt that water rights could be obtained. 

In an effort to solve this water rights issue, our organization SaveVanNordenLake.Org, made an offer to 

the applicant to buy the land on which the dam and lake reside and assume responsibility for procuring 

the water rights to keep a less than 50 acre-feet lake on the property (see Attachment C). Our plan was 

to put a permanent conservation easement on the property and maintain is as a nature preserve. 

Unfortunately, TDLT would not agree to this solution.  We then negotiated with TDLT in which our group 

would finance the procurement of water rights with the stipulation that they retain ownership of the 

land that the dam was on (see Attachment C). This solution also failed due to the refusal of the forest 

service as future owners of the land to participate in the agreement. 

The relevance of this information is that contrary to the claims that the applicant has made that it was 

impossible to procure the water rights, the simple truth is they who have refused to apply for these 

rights. It seems pretty obvious that they have intentionally avoided applying for the rights knowing full 

well that the State would have no alternative but to make them drain the lake. This is a simple legal 

maneuver that the applicant is using to absolve themselves of the habitat destruction that this project 

would cause in the Summit Valley. And to be clear, our organization is still willing to finance 

procurement of the water rights to a less than 50 acre-feet lake by the applicant as one form of 

mitigation that would preserve at least some of the habitat in the Valley. 
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Recommendations 

 In light of the numerous incorrect and inaccurate statements made in this application and 

supporting documents, it would seem only prudent to delay the acceptance of the application 

until the deficiencies are thoroughly addressed by the applicant. 

 The impact of this project on the entire ecosystem of the Van Norden Lake and wetlands and 

the west end of the Donner Summit Valley should be taken into consideration when evaluating 

this project. The evaluation should not be restricted to the small dam parcel artificially created 

by the applicant in an attempt to isolate the effects of this project on the entire environment. 

 Due to the transformative changes that this project would make in the existing ecosystem, many 

of which would be detrimental, a thorough examination of the environmental impact of the 

project is warranted and a full Environmental Impact Report should be submitted for evaluation 

before any decision is made by Nevada County. 

 In any evaluation of the project an alternative compromise solution that maintains a State 

compliant less than 50 acre-feet lake and wetland area in the Donner Summit Valley should be 

seriously considered. This solution would go a long way in mitigating the drastic changes in the 

ecosystem and would be more in line with the preservation of the area which the applicant 

professes in their intent. 
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Attachment A 
Downstream Effects of Van Norden Lake on the South Yuba River 

The following attachment is a post published in the online blog Van Norden Log at the 

SaveVanNordenLake.Org website at the following link 

http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/2015/12/05/draining-van-norden-lake-absurd-

assertions-2-van-norden-lake-bad-yuba/ 

Please see the online article to access the accompanying video. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/2015/12/05/draining-van-norden-lake-absurd-assertions-2-van-norden-lake-bad-yuba/
http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/2015/12/05/draining-van-norden-lake-absurd-assertions-2-van-norden-lake-bad-yuba/
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← Draining Van Norden Lake – Absurd Assertions #1

Don’t miss the flyover of the dry
 Yuba

Draining Van Norden Lake – Absurd Assertions #2 – Van Norden
 Lake is bad for the Yuba
Posted on December 5, 2015 by admin

The Claims

This week’s absurdity comes from the people at SYRCL, specifically their River Science Director that is
 coordinating the Environmental Assessment of TDLT’s plan to drain the lake and wetlands. We would refer
 you to her latest comments at the following link. It has been stated by some, that the “science” will decide
 the fate of Van Norden Lake. Unfortunately, as most working scientists know, scientific data can be
 inherently ambiguous and prone to multiple interpretations. In this article we will take a look at some of this
 ambiguity as it applies to the Donner Summit Valley.

While we recommend that you read the full article, we would like to address what we believe is the primary
 point of the article which is that Van Norden Lake has adverse effects on the Yuba River downstream of the
 dam. To support this assertion the article cites the “serial discontinuity” theory that states that
 impoundments of water in lakes within a river system will have significant effects on that system. The
 references are pretty technical and while Van Norden Lake doesn’t really fit into the strict tenets of this
 theory, I don’t think anyone would be surprised that there would be differences between lake and river
 habitats and they would affect each other. If you dive into the literature concerning lake and river systems
 you quickly realize that these fields of study are not always in agreement (see this paper supporting the
 advantages of the integration of lakes and rivers in a drainage system). Unfortunately, as with many
 complex ecological systems, there is not enough data to provide a definitive description of all the processes
 that are involved and their positive and negative effects.

The Reality

Fortunately, we don’t really have to be concerned about whose theory
 is correct or even, contrary to the SYRCL article, whether Van
 Norden Lake adversely affects the downstream Yuba. To understand
 why Van Norden Lake doesn’t really have profound effects on the
 Yuba downstream, let’s take a look at some of the data provided by
 none other than, SYRCL. In their article, SYRCL included a pretty
 much unreadable graph that purportedly points to Van Norden Lake
as the cause of a temperature elevation in the downstream Yuba.
However, if you go to the actual raw data that they provide (kudos to
 whoever designed their interactive webpage) you can get a clearer
 picture of what is actually going on. You can view the water temperature data in detail for 2014 in Figure 1.

In order to understand this data it is important to know the locations of the monitoring stations which are
 shown on the map above the graph in Figure1 and the yearly seasonal cycle of Donner Summit Valley. The
 monitoring sites at Castle Creek (site 40) and the South Yuba headwaters (site41) are above the meadow
 and lake and sites 38, 39, 58 and  are below the dam (Unfortunately, the colors for Sites 40 and 58 are very
 similar and those sites are identified on the maps).

The yearly water cycle of the Donner Summit Valley is
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Yuba dry riverbed in Setember upstream of Van
 Norden meadow

 somewhat unique in that the area experiences some
 of the highest snowfall amounts in California with an
 average of 34 ft (see this link). As a result water is
 sequestered as snow from the months of November
 to April or May and the South Yuba, Castle Creek,
 and Van Norden Lake remain frozen during this
 period. In normal and dry years the flow down the
 Yuba is minimal during this period (unless there are
 heavy winter rains).

It is not until the spring melt in April and May that the
 flow down the Yuba starts in earnest and as we will
 see by the data discussed below, that flow comes to
 an end in mid summer. The reality is that other than
 the period from April to July, for much of the year the Donner Summit Valley and Van Norden Lake and
 Meadow are effectively disconnected from the flow of the downstream South Yuba and as a result have
 very little influence on it.

http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2015/12/Rocky-riverbed-of-Yuba-river-at-east-end-of-Van-Norden-Meadow-01-9-22-14_resize.jpg
http://onthesummit.net/Doca/2015SnowfallSnowpackchart.pdf
http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2015/12/Absurd-Assertions2-Figure1-4web.jpg
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Taking a closer look – The big disconnect

As with most things in this world the devil is in the details, so let’s look a little closer at the data. The same
 temperature data for 2014 is shown in Figure 2 for just the sites immediately upstream and downstream of
 the lake and meadow. The site at Kingvale is also included for reasons that will be explained below.

As is often the case in science it is important to look at all aspects of the data. In order to understand that
 Van Norden Lake has very little influence on the downstream Yuba it is important to look at the frequencies
 of the temperature readings at the upstream and downstream sites instead of the values of the temperature
 readings.

You will notice that there are not contiguous readings
 for Sites 58, 39 and 41 during the summer and early
 fall. The reason for these gaps is due to the fact that
 during these months there is no water flowing to take
 temperature readings. What this data shows is really
 the crux of the situation with the Yuba River in the
 Summit Valley. The fact is that vast majority of water

http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2015/12/Absurd-Assertions2-Figure2-4web.jpg
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Dry input of Yuba into Van Noden Lake – September

Dry input of Castle Creek into Van Noden Lake –
 October

 drains out of the Summit Valley from April through
 June and there is not enough water coming out of the
 watershed during the summer and early fall to keep
 the River flowing past July. As a result, the Donner
 Summit Valley is disconnected from the downstream
 Yuba River during that period.

As the data shows, the disconnect starts downstream at Site 58 in early summer and then moves up to the
 output of the dam in midsummer and is finally disconnected from the upper Yuba when it goes dry in late
 summer (see the August flyover video below).

While the input from Castle Creek continues during
 the summer, it is at such a low flow that it is
 dissipated when it enters the meadow and is not
 enough to supply the Yuba. The simple truth of the
 matter is, contrary to what has been stated by
 SYRCL, for most of the summer and early fall Van
 Norden Lake is disconnected from the downstream
 Yuba and really has no effect at all. And lest you
 think that this disconnection is due to the dam, keep
 in mind that the 180 acre-ft of water that is in the
 current lake is less than a day of flow down the Yuba
 during the melt. This natural disconnection has
 always occurred in the Summit Valley except in the
 heavier snowfall years. It is part of the reason that
 the valley probably never supported a fish population.
 The yearly occurrence of this phenomenon is shown
 in Figure 3 which shows data for the last 3 years showing that each year the Yuba disconnects during the
 summer months.

http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2015/12/Yuba-dry-riverbed-at-entrance-to-Van-Norden-Lake-01-9-19-15_resize.jpg
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Looking Downstream

It is SYRCL’s claim that Van Norden Lake adversely affects the downstream Yuba River by raising the
 temperature above 20° C. Their own data show that this in fact cannot really happen because the Yuba
 realy goes dry below Van Norden Lake (see our flyover of the Yuba below). You may be saying to yourself
 right now, wait a minute, what about site 38 just below Kingvale which shows continuous flow all year? This
 is where things get really interesting. If water is not coming down the Yuba above Kingvale, how is it that
 there can be a nice cool supply of water running all year from Kingvale down to Cisco and beyond.  The
 answer to that riddle is shown in Figure 4.  It turns out that there are three small lakes, Kidd and Upper and
 Lower Cascade, up on the ridge south of Kingvale that have PG&E dams on them.

http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2015/12/Absurd-Assertions2-Figure3-4web.jpg
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During the summer months water is released from these lakes and it flows down into the Yuba just
 below Kingvale and provides the water to keep the Yuba alive from Kingvale on. The real irony is that when
 Van Norden Lake was operated as a full 5800 acre-ft lake, cool water was released from the bottom of the
 lake every year to keep a continuous flow of the Yuba all year. You really have to scratch your head and
 wonder how the SYRCL Science Director can claim that they are concerned about keeping the river
 connected when the only time the river was truly connected was when there was much more “cement”
 involved. It is unfortunate that SYRCL cannot let go of its overpowering anti-dam bias to see that in fact the
 only reason that there is a flowing upper Yuba River for a good part of the year is due to strategically
 placed dams.

We should point out another misconception that is being fostered by SYRCL and TDLT concerning their
 proposed plan for breaching Van Norden dam. The Science Director claims that the plan will “reconnect”
 the Yuba flowing in the Summit Valley. This is incorrect. The announced plan by TDLT calls for a breach of
 the dam to lower it 5 ft. While lowering the dam to this level will effectively drain the lake and lower the
 water table in the valley by 5 ft, the spillway will remain and the Yuba in the Summit Valley will continue to
 disconnect from the downstream river every summer. The plan will do nothing to change the downstream
 flow (or no flow) of the Yuba. What it will do is remove the lake so that TDLT can sell the land to the US
 Forest Service for $2 million dollars.

One of the tenets of the scientific method is to try to minimize bias in the collection and analysis of data.
 There is a real danger when science is done to further an agenda. The literature is littered with discredited
 work done to further a personal bias or agenda. The Donner Summit Valley and Van Norden Lake and
 Meadow are unique high elevation resources sitting at the headwaters of the South Yuba River. The unique
 combination of local weather and habitats requires that any analyses take those unique attributes into
 account. Applying principles and methods from different ecological environments can not only lead to
 invalid conclusions, but can also be detrimental. Van Norden Lake and its surrounding wetlands are the
 result of some very unique influences, both natural and manmade. The result is a unique combination of
 habitats that foster increased biodiversity in the Summit Valley. Considering the local contribution that these
 unique habitats make to the Donner Summit Valley and the fact that they do not really affect the
 downstream Yuba River, it seems only prudent to preserve them.

And for Next time

We would expect that SYRCL and TDLT might respond to this article with a claim that their future “meadow
 restoration” plan will magically provide more water to the valley. In our next installment we will discuss
 some of the fallacies and misconceptions of what meadow restoration can really do in the Donner Summit
 Valley.

Fly over the Summit Valley during the dry summer

http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2015/12/Absurd-Assertions2-Figure4-4web.jpg
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The following flyover is from Google Earth in August of 2012. It shows how the Yuba goes dry in summer
 down to Kingvale. The Yuba stays dry until the rains come in the fall and it is covered by snow in the winter.
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Attachment B 
Effects of this project on the Western Toad populations in Van Norden Lake. 

The following attachment is a post published in the online blog Van Norden Log at the 

SaveVanNordenLake.Org website at the following link 

http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/2016/06/10/toadal-tragedy/ 

Please see the online article to observe the accompanying video. 

  

http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/2016/06/10/toadal-tragedy/
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Toadal Tragedy
Posted on June 10, 2016 by George Lamson

8/21/16 Update – The Western or Boreal Toad is now considered near threatened worldwide (see this link).
The chief cause is HABITAT DESTRUCTION.

One of the unique biological wonders of the Donner Summit Valley is the prolific breeding season of the
Western Toad (Anaxyrus boreas) in Van Norden Lake.
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In a world where amphibian populations are decreasing everywhere, the wetlands of Van Norden Lake in
the Donner Summit Valley are an oasis for the Western (or Boreal) Toad. Due to the unique shallow waters
of Lake Van Norden there are over 16 acres of shoreline in the back bay that is optimum breeding habitat
for the toads. The conditions are perfect and the toads take full advantage of them.

The Cycle

Every spring right after the snow melts (April-June
depending how heavy a winter) along the shore of the
back bay of Van Norden Lake and the shallow waters
are warmed by the sun, the male and female toads
start their courtship. The smaller males will attach
themselves piggy-back to the larger females to form a
mating pair. The female will start laying eggs in long
gelatinous strands and the male will fertilize them as
the eggs are extruded (see video below). Each mating
pair can produce up to 16,000 eggs. The young
hatchling tadpoles emerge in 2-3 weeks depending on
the temperature of the water and begin grazing on the
rich aquatic plant and algae in the wetlands along the
shore. While many of the tadpoles are gobbled up by
the fish and aquatic birds (including the White Pelicans), a large number will complete metamorphosis into
young toads in the next 4-6 weeks.

Anyone who has visited the Summit Valley in late July
and early August has experienced the bloom of young
toads. In a normal breeding year there can be as many
as 100 mating pairs laying eggs in the lake shallows.
That means

100 mating pairs x 16,000 egg/pair = 1.6 million eggs

If only 10% of those eggs make it to young toads that is
160,000 young hoppers that invade Van Norden
Meadow in the middle of summer. The meadow literally
comes alive as the new amphibians leave the lake and
invade the meadow in search of food. It is a sight to
behold. Many of the young toads may fall prey to some
predation but the toads do produce toxins in their skin
that make them unpalatable to many predotors.

As summer ends and the meadow dries out the surviving young toads will bury themselves in the mud at
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the bottom of the lake and hibernate through the harsh winter waiting for the next spring.

The Tragedy

Unfortunately, if the plans to drain Van Norden Lake
and the surrounding wetlands are carried out by the
Truckee Donner Land Trust, this amphibian
extravaganza will go down the drain with the lake.
There will be no shallow water lake in the spring for the
toads to lay their eggs in and the Donner Summit Valley
will no longer be an oasis for the Western Toads. The
valley will experience the same destruction of sensitive
habitat that is currently going on throughout the world
that has resulted in the drastic decrease in amphibian
populations. A Toadal tragedy indeed.
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Attachment C 
Documents pertaining to negotiations between TDLT and myself concerning an offer to buy the property 

and subsequently an offer to finance an application for water rights and maintenance of the dam. The 

documents below include correspondences and draft agreements. Unfortunately, agreement could not 

be reached due to the refusal of the US Forest Service to participate in the agreement. These documents 

provide supporting documentation for the discussion of the water rights issue as well as dam safety 

concerns. 

  



From: Perry Norris  

Sent: Wednesday, November 12, 2014 11:00 AM 
To: MARK HIMELSTEIN  

Cc: George Lamson ; Bill Oudegeest ; John Svahn ; Anne Chadwick  
Subject: Van Norden Reservoir and Meadow 

  
  

Mark, 

 We think it's a great idea to have George meet with Randy Westmoreland from 
the USFS. I think Randy can explain better than anyone why meadow restoration 
is important and how badly VNM has been screwed-up I will do what I can to help 
set up a meeting before the snow flies in earnest. 

 I have also attached a paper Anne wrote after a tour last summer of Van Norden 
Meadow and Perazzo Meadow with a team of scientists. I am not sure you have 
seen it. I have spoken to a few Land Trust members who own second homes in 
Serene and it seems there are pretty wild assumptions about what meadow 
restoration and a five-acre reservoir means. 

TDLT is working under your assumption that, despite good faith efforts by both 
parties, we are not going to reach an agreement with George and Bill.  As you 
know TDLT has been given notice to correct the illegal dam at VNM and stop 
illegally storing the State’s water. With a team of scientists from SYRCL, American 
Rivers, Truckee River Watershed Council, Point Blue and The Nature Conservancy, 
we will begin restoration of the meadow, likely in 2016. 

Many alternatives will be considered under the CEQA process, including the one 
we discussed, a 49-acre foot reservoir, but based on extensive research and 
consultation with science and conservation experts, the most reasonable and best 
outcome for conservation is to maximize the amount of restored meadow.  

I also want to make sure that George and Bill understand what water rights are 
available, if any. The Yuba River is 100% allocated from June 15th to November 
1st.  This means that between the two dates, the volume of water flowing into 
the reservoir must equal the water flowing out of it.  The estimated time frame 
for processing a water rights application is at least three-five years.  A successful 
application would secure an appropriation to fill the reservoir between November 
2nd and June 14th.  Notwithstanding that the reservoir is frozen for much of that 

lamson
Highlight



time, there would be the opportunity to fill the reservoir in some years when the 
reservoir is ice free, and the runoff occurs before June 14th.  In addition to being 
dependent on timing with spring, the Land Trust’s water right would be the most 
junior right in the basin.  Therefore, in times of drought, Van Norden would be the 
last fill permitted by DWR, and may not be allowed to fill in some years. 

Thank you for all of your efforts. 

  

Perry 

 



E. MARK HIMELSTEIN    P.O. BOX 670 

        ATTORNEY AT LAW      SODA SPRINGS, CA  95728 

                   ____ 

           TELEPHONE: (530) 426-3727 

                   FAX: (530) 426-0620 

                   WWW.HIMELLAW.COM 

    EMAIL: MH@HIMELLAW.COM 

 

 

 

                July 9, 2014 

 

Anne Chadwick 

President, Truckee Donner Land Trust 

P.O. Box 8816 

Truckee, CA  96162 

 

     Re:  Van Norden Meadow 

 

Dear Anne: 

 

 George Lamson and Bill Oudegeest have asked me to reply to your letter to them dated 

July 2, 2014, with an alternate proposal meant to preserve the lake and wetlands at the Van 

Norden Meadow. 

 

 They propose that the Van Norden Meadow be partitioned in both Nevada and Placer 

Counties in order to create separate parcels, one which would constitute meadow only and would 

be transferred to the US Forest Service by the Land Trust, as presently planned and the second, 

which would include the area from the spillway east, to include the lake and wetlands, which 

would be held in perpetuity as a water source and as wetlands.  A map is enclosed showing the 

details of the suggested partition, which is estimated to be about 25% of the total Meadow. 

 

 They have funding in place of $400,000 toward the purchase of the new bi-county parcels 

containing the lake and wetlands. The actual amount of the purchase would be subject to a 

written appraisal by an appraiser agreeable to all parties, so long as the appraised value does not 

exceed $400,000.  Ownership of the property would be through a non-profit 501(c) (3) 

organization to be formed to preserve the area as open space and wetlands into perpetuity.   As 

an alternative, they are open to transferring stewardship of the wetlands parcel to a federal or 

state agency or other conservation organization so long as the conditions set forth herein are 

guaranteed. 

 

 This offer is conditioned on the Land Trust agreement with the following conditions:  (1)  

The purchase would not occur until 2015 to permit the completion of the financing of the 

original Royal Gorge land purchase by the Land Trust; (2) The spillway would be breached a 

maximum of 2.2 feet to permit 50 acre feet of water to remain in the Van Norden Meadow, in 

perpetuity; (3) A successful application to secure water rights to preserve the wetlands be 

initiated by the Land Trust; (4)  A conservation easement or similar restriction be placed across 

the lake and wetlands portion of the parceled property to ensure it not be developed in any way; 

and, (5) Agreement of the U.S. Forest Service to take that portion of the dry Meadow caused by 

the suggested partition. 



 

 In addition, George and Bill would be willing to take an active part to support the Land 

Trust’s application in the CEQA process, as the Land Trust may request. 

 

 I hope this offer will be received by the Board in good faith as we all try to find a path to 

preserving and maintaining this precious mountain real estate in our midst. 

 

 

      Very truly yours, 

 

 

 

      MARK HIMELSTEIN  

 

Cc:  Perry Norris, TDLT Executive Director 

        George Lamson via email 

        Bill Oudegeest via email 

 

 

  



Donner Summit Valley - Proposed Lake/Wetland Re-parceling map 

Prepared by George Lamson 7/8/14 

Existing parcels – 761 acres 
Lake/Wetland parcels – 186 acres 

Parcel 47-440-20 
202 acres 

Lake/Wetland  
Parcels 186 acres 

Parcel 069-020-074-000 
559 acres 

Nevada County 
Placer County 
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND RELEASE 

This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND RELEASE (“Agreement” or “Settlement Agreement”) is executed 

and made as of the Effective Date set forth below by and between the Truckee Donner Land Trust 

(hereafter, “TDLT”), a California non-profit corporation with its principal place of business at P.O. Box 

8816, Truckee, CA 96162, on the one hand, and George Lamson, Linda Cashion, Bill Oudegeest, and 

Nancy Oudegeest (each an individual and together, the “Group”) on the other hand, by and through 

their respective authorized representatives, signing below.  Each of the above-listed parties is referred 

to individually herein as a “Party” and all are collectively referred to herein as the “Parties.”  

Recitals 

This Agreement is made and entered into with reference to the following facts: 

 WHEREAS, TDLT is a 501(c)(3) non-profit, public benefit corporation which holds title to that 

certain area located in Nevada and Placer Counties, State of California, commonly known as the “Royal 

Gorge Property” (alternatively, the “Property”), as more particularly described in Exhibit A attached 

hereto and incorporated herein to this Agreement; and 

 WHEREAS, the Royal Gorge Property encompasses and includes an area known as Van Norden 

Meadow (“Meadow”); and  

 WHEREAS, Upper Castle Creek and extensions of the South Yuba River flow through the 

Meadow  and, due to a dam constructed around 1908 (the “Van Norden Dam” or “Dam”),  create a body 

of water informally known as “Lake Van Norden; ” and  

 WHEREAS, TDLT acquired the Royal Gorge Property with an intent to transfer the Property to 

the Tahoe National Forest, administered by the United States  Forest Service (“Service”) under the 

jurisdiction of the United States Department of Agriculture; and  

 WHEREAS, in 2011 the state of California indicated that the Van Norden Dam was out of safety 

compliance in relation to the size of its reservoir pool (i.e., Lake Van Norden); and 

 WHEREAS, the Service has represented to TDLT that, for safety reasons related to the condition 

of the Van Norden Dam, it cannot acquire the Royal Gorge Property unless and until the height of the 

Dam is reduced to create a maximum impoundment of 5 acre-feet of water; and 

 WHEREAS, the Service additionally would require, as a precondition of its acquisition, that Van 

Norden Dam be removed from the jurisdiction of the California Division of Safety of Dams (“DSOD”); and 

 WHEREAS, a dam is non-jurisdictional if it is a) less than 6-feet high; b) less than 25 feet high 

with less than 50 acre-feet of storage capacity; or c) or impounds less than 15 acre-feet of water; and 

 WHEREAS, Lake Van Norden is currently estimated to be approximately 87 acres in area with a 

storage capacity of approximately 174.6 acre-feet and the Van Norden Dam currently has a spillway 

elevation of 6,754.6 feet; and 
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 WHEREAS, in 2014, the California Department of Water Resources (“DWR”) notified TDLT that 

the storage/impoundment of water in Lake Van Norden was and is unpermitted and illegal; and  

 WHEREAS, to bring the impoundment into compliance, DWR instructed TDLT to take one of the 

following actions: (1) perfect a legal right to impound the water; (2) lower the dam so that it stores less 

than 10 acre-feet; or (3) remove the dam entirely; and 

 WHEREAS, after careful consideration of its options, TDLT made initial plans to “notch” (i.e., 

lower) Van Norden Dam to reduce the capacity of Lake Van Norden to 5 acre-feet, a solution that would 

comply with DWR’s instructions and place the Dam in a “Low Hazard” classification that would allow the 

Service to purchase the Royal Gorge Property as planned; and 

 WHEREAS, the notching of the Dam (the “Project”) would require a grading permit from Nevada 

County, which, potentially among other approvals, could trigger the need for an analysis of the 

environmental impacts of the Project in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act 

(“CEQA”), Cal. Pub. Resources Code, Section 21000 et seq.; and  

 WHEREAS, the Project might require additional permits, authorizations, or approvals issued by 

federal, state, or local government agencies (together with the county grading permit, the “Project 

Approvals and Entitlements”);  

 WHEREAS, the Group desires that TDLT preserve as much of Lake Van Norden  as possible, 

taking into account safety concerns, water rights, and a desire to remove Van Norden Dam from the 

jurisdiction of the DSOD; and 

 WHEREAS, prior hydrological analysis of the Van Norden Dam performed by Balance 

Hydrologics, Inc. indicated that lowering the Dam by 2.3 feet (notching the Dam to an elevation of 

6,752.3 feet), would result in an approximately 61 acre impoundment with a storage capacity of 47 acre-

feet; and 

WHEREAS, the Group has accordingly recommended that TDLT apply for a license to legally 

impound up to 49 acre-feet of water, which would satisfy the Group’s interests; and  

 WHEREAS, to store more than 5 acre-feet of water behind the Dam and still proceed with the 

planned sale of the Property to the Service, TDLT would need to subdivide the Royal Gorge Property to 

exclude the Dam (and impounded a portion of the water) from the property to be transferred to the 

Service; and 

 WHEREAS, the Group has asserted, and in the absence of settlement would continue to assert, 

opposition to the permitting, construction and operation of, or otherwise with respect to, the Project as 

proposed by TDLT and has expressed an intention to legally challenge the Project Approvals and 

Entitlements that have been or will be granted for the Project; and  

 WHEREAS, TDLT denies that the Project Approvals and Entitlements have been or would be 

granted in violation of any law; and 
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 WHEREAS, the Parties now wish to finally resolve all past, present and future disputes between 

them related to the Project and the Approvals and Entitlements without legal or other formal 

proceedings as further described herein. 

 NOW, THEREFORE, based on these Recitals, each of which is true and correct and is 

incorporated into the terms below, and in consideration of the terms, conditions and covenants set 

forth below, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is 

hereby acknowledged, TDLT and the Group agree, promise, and covenant as follows: 

Terms 

1. TDLT Obligations.  In exchange for the agreements, promises and covenants by each of the 
Group members contained herein, and subject to the conditions herein, TDLT shall undertake 
the following activities:  

(a) TDLT will file an application, which application shall be subject to review and input from 
the Group prior to submittal, with the State Water Resources Control Board (“Board”) to 
obtain an appropriative water right in TDLT’s name, for the reservoir of up to 49 acre-
feet of water in the Meadow and in good faith will take all reasonable measures, in 
TDLT’s judgment, to obtain a decision by said Board on the merits of TDLT’s application.  

(b) TDLT will request that DSOD enter into a binding commitment to refrain from bringing 
an enforcement action against TDLT regarding the safety of the Dam and any required 
upgrades for five (5) years.  

(c) TDLT will request that the Service confirm an interest in acquiring the Property minus 
the Retained Property (as further described below in subsection 1(d)(ii)). 

(d) If the DSOD agrees to temporarily forgo an enforcement action and concurs that the 
Dam can be lowered [2.2 or 2.3] feet, and the Service agrees to acquire the Royal 
George Property minus the Retained Property on or before December 31, 2016, then 

(i) TDLT will submit plans to DWR’s DSOD to lower the spillway to the Dam in the 
Meadow by no more than 2.3 feet to create a lake with a capacity of no more 
than 49 acre-feet in the Meadow, which will result in the release of all other 
water presently being stored in the Meadow (approximately 130 acre-feet) to 
flow downstream for the benefit of downstream water users.  

(ii) TDLT will file a boundary line adjustment with Nevada County, in concert with 
the Service, to segregate approximately __ acres, including the Dam (the 
“Retained Property”) from the Royal Gorge Property so that the remainder of 
the Royal Gorge Property may be acquired by the Service. 

(e) If the DSOD grants permission to lower the Dam, the Board grants TDLT’s application for 
water rights of 49 acre feet and TDLT succeeds in recording the necessary documents to 
establish the separate Retained Property by ____________, 2015, title to the Retained 
Property,  as more specifically described  in Exhibit B attached hereto and incorporated 
herein,  shall remain in the name of TDLT and TDLT agrees to maintain the Retained 
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Property  preserved by the reservation of water rights for a minimum period of twenty-
five (25) years plus one renewal term as set forth in Section __ below.  TDLT further 
agrees not to sell, transfer or assign the Retained Property to any third party without 
the express written consent of the Group or their “successor in interest,” as described 
below.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, or any other provision of this Agreement, no 
term or provision herein is intended to prevent the sale of the Retained Property to the 
Service in the event that the Service’s concerns about the safety of an impoundment 
greater than 5 acre-feet are resolved or, due to circumstances beyond TDLT’s control, a 
government entity or agency requires that TDLT reduce the volume of Lake Van Norden 
to an amount less than 49 acre-feet.  

2. Obligations of the Group.   

(a) In consideration of the above promises and covenants made by TDLT, the Group, 
individually and on behalf of their respective successors, assigns, agents, principals, and 
representatives, hereby agrees, promises and covenants to do the following:  

(i) Not to commence or maintain any lawsuit, litigation, administrative claim, 
demand, appeal, complaint, protest, charge, intervention or other written 
communication or formal involvement of any kind before any court, 
administrative body, or governmental entity (“Challenge”), whether against 
TDLT or any other trustee or owner of the Royal Gorge Property, whether in any 
of the Group members’ own names or in the name of any other person(s) or 
entity(ies), arising out of, or related in any way to the Project Approvals and 
Entitlements. 

(ii) Not to participate, or seek to participate, in any governmental actions relating 
to efforts to obtain the Project Approvals and Entitlements before or with any 
public entity.  

(iii) Not to contest a boundary line adjustment for the Royal Gorge Property, if 
necessary, or the transfer of the Royal Gorge Property, in whole or in part, to 
the Service. 

(iv) Not to contest the notching of the Dam (lowering of the dam spillway) by up to 
5 feet, or the removal of the Dam entirely, in the event DWR refuses to grant 
the water rights for a reservoir of a maximum size of 49-acre feet. 

(v) Not to challenge, contest, or participate in the restoration of Van Norden 
Meadow or litigate against or file any lawsuit against TDLT or it successors or 
partners undertaking restoration of  Van Norden Meadow. 

(vi) Not to provide any other person or entity with financial support for the purpose 
of engaging in any of the activities described in Section 2(a)(i) through (iv).  

(b) The Group further agrees to, no later than _______________,  make a $200,000 
payment to TDLT, the uses of which shall be limited to securing the water rights 
necessary to impound up to 49 acre-feet of water behind the Dam and for maintaining, 
repairing, and operating the Dam.  This payment shall be due and nonrefundable 
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notwithstanding the fact that the minimum notching allowed or required by 
government entities with authority over the Project Approvals and Entitlements  exceed 
the Group’s objectives and preferred notching height.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
any portion of the payment unused and remaining at the time of any sale of the 
Retained Property to the Service in accordance with this Agreement may be refunded to 
the Group. 

3. Scope of CEQA Analysis for the Project 

The Parties understand and agree that, to facilitate the timely permitting of the Project, in light 
of the uncertainty surrounding the feasibility of the Group’s preferred notching of [2.2 or 2.3 feet], 
government entities with authority to issue the Project Approvals and Entitlements may need to analyze 
Dam notching alternatives that might include notching proposals ranging from 2 to 5 feet and removing 
the Dam altogether.  The Parties agree that TDLT’s proposal of such alternatives is consistent with this 
Agreement. 

4. Term 

The Parties agree that the initial term of this Agreement shall be twenty five (25) years 
commencing on October 1, 2014, through September 30, 2039, at which time the term shall 
automatically renew for a subsequent term of twenty five (25) years, unless one of the Parties elects to 
terminate the Agreement by giving the other Parties ninety (90) days’ written notice thereof. 

5. Waiver of Cal. Civ. Code § 1542 

The Parties have considered the possibility that they may not now fully know the number and 
magnitude of all claims they have or may have against each other and each other’s interests.  
Nevertheless, the Parties intend to assume the risk that they are releasing such unknown claims.  To 
that end, the parties expressly waive their rights under Section 1542 of the California Civil Code (or any 
similar statute of any other applicable jurisdiction), which provides: 

A GENERAL RELEASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO CLAIMS WHICH THE 
CREDITOR DOES NOT KNOW OR SUSPECT TO EXIST IN HIS OR HER FAVOR 
AT THE TIME OF EXECUTING THE RELEASE, WHICH IF KNOWN BY HIM OR 
HER MUST HAVE MATERIALLY AFFECTED HIS OR HER SETTLEMENT WITH 
THE DEBTOR. 

The Parties each respectively represent that they have the authority to enter into this release and 

waiver and that they understand and acknowledge that the significance and consequence of this waiver 

of California Civil Code Section 1542 is that, even if a Party should discover additional claims that 

accrued prior to the Effective Date, and that arise out of the facts and circumstances described in this 

Agreement, such Party will not be able to make any claims related to the Project or otherwise as waived 

and released herein.  Furthermore, the Parties acknowledge that they each intend these consequences 

even as to claims, for damages or otherwise, that may exist as of the Effective Date or that may exist in 

the future, regardless of changes in the nature of the Project, but that the Parties do not know exist, and 

that, if known, would materially affect their decisions to execute this Agreement and the release set 
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forth herein.  The claims covered by this waiver include, but are not limited to, the expression of any 

opposition, in any forum or media, challenging the approval of and Project Approvals and Entitlements. 

Acknowledgement by TDLT (initials to be inserted here): _____ 

Acknowledgement by Bill Oudegeest (initials to be inserted here): _____  

Acknowledgement by Nancy Oudegeest (initials to be inserted here): _____  

Acknowledgement by George Lamson (initials to be inserted here): _____  

Acknowledgement by Linda Cashion (initials to be inserted here): _____  

6. Notices 

All communications, notices and demands of any kind which either Party may be required or 
desire to give or serve upon the other Party shall be made in writing (unless expressly provided 
otherwise) and will be effective (i) immediately upon delivery by facsimile, email or in person, provided 
delivery is made during regular business hours or receipt is acknowledged by a person reasonably 
believed by the delivering Party to be employed by the recipient, or (ii) twenty-four (24) hours after 
deposit with a commercial courier or delivery service for overnight delivery, provided delivery is made 
during regular business hours or receipt is acknowledged by a person reasonably believed by the 
delivering Party to be employed by the recipient, or (iii) three (3) days after deposit with the United 
States Postal Service, certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid. All notices must be 
properly addressed and delivered to the Parties at the addresses set forth below. 

 

To TDLT:   Perry Norris 

P.O. Box 8816, Truckee, CA  96162 

  perry@tdlandtrust.org  

 

To the Group:   Bill Oudegeest and Nancy Oudegeest  

  P.O. Box 728, Soda Springs, CA  95728  

   Bill@Oudegeest.com  

   George Lamson and Linda Cashion 
     P.O. Box 1054, Soda Springs, CA  95728  
      lamsongf@yahoo.com 

7. Waiver 

Any failure of any Party to comply with any obligation, covenant, agreement, or condition may 
be waived by the Party entitled to the benefits thereof only by a written instrument signed by the Party 
granting such waiver, and such waiver or failure to insist upon strict compliance with an obligation, 
covenant, agreement, or condition shall not operate as a waiver of, or estoppel with respect to, any 
subsequent or other failure to comply. 

8. Binding Effect on the Parties 

mailto:perry@tdlandtrust.org
mailto:Bill@Oudegeest.com
mailto:lamsongf@yahoo.com
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This Agreement governs the rights of, binds, and inures to the benefit of all Parties hereto, their 
predecessors and successors, and past, present, and future affiliates, subsidiaries, parent or related 
entities, joint ventures, organizations, sureties, partners, partnerships, assigns, officers, directors, 
shareholders, employees, agents, consultants, insurers, attorneys, administrators, nominees, agencies, 
departments, trustees, officials, estates, beneficiaries and representatives. 

9. Equitable Relief and Specific Performance 

The Parties agree (i) that the performance of the obligations of this Agreement are paramount; 
(ii) that, in the event of a breach, monetary damages will provide inadequate relief; and (iii) that each 
Party is entitled to equitable relief, including specific performance, to enforce the terms of this 
Agreement.  No Party is precluded from seeking all remedies available at law or in equity. 

10. Compromise 

It is understood and agreed that this Agreement is the result of a good faith compromise 
settlement of disputed claims, and that this Agreement and the releases contained herein shall not be 
taken or construed to be an admission of any liability, responsibility, fault, or wrongdoing by any of the 
Parties hereto, each of whom continues to deny and disclaim any such liability, responsibility, fault or 
wrongdoing.  Each of the Parties hereto is entering into this Agreement to avoid the expense, disruption 
and uncertainty of future litigation. 

11. Confidentiality 

Each Party will hold the “Confidential Information” (defined below) in confidence and trust, and 
will not disclose, or provide access to, any Confidential Information, directly or indirectly, to any person 
other than their employees, officers, consultants, and lawyers who need to know it in connection with 
their duties and who also agree to keep the Confidential Information confidential, except (a) with the 
prior written consent of the other Party or (b) to the extent otherwise ordered by a court.  A Party may 
also disclose the Confidential Information to its directors, officers, employees, agents, and advisors 
(including, without limitation, prospective purchasers of the Property, investors, financing parties, 
financial advisors, attorneys and accountants), and their successors and assigns, however each Party is 
responsible for any disclosure of Confidential Information by all persons to whom such Party discloses 
Confidential Information.   

“Confidential Information” means this Agreement and the terms of this Agreement, together 
with any proposals relating to the Project, and the other information or materials disclosed by the other 
Party in connection with the negotiations leading up to this Agreement. 

Consistent with the terms in this Section, any public announcement of this Agreement, including 
its terms or its mere existence, must be jointly approved in writing by the Parties. 

12. Representation by Counsel 

This Agreement is entered into freely and voluntarily.  The Parties hereto acknowledge that they 
have been represented by counsel of their own choice in the negotiations that preceded the execution 
of this Agreement, and in connection with the preparation and execution of this Agreement.  Each of the 
Parties hereto executes this Agreement with full knowledge of its significance and with the express 
intention of affecting its legal consequences. 
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13. Entire Agreement 

This Agreement and all other documents executed and delivered pursuant hereto constitute the 
entire agreement between the Parties relating to the settlement of any disputes and obligations among 
them.  This Agreement and all other documents executed and delivered pursuant hereto supersede all 
prior agreements and/or obligations between the Parties with respect to the subject matter hereof, all 
of which are merged into this Agreement and all other documents executed and delivered pursuant 
hereto. 

14. Successors and Assigns.   

The covenants and conditions contained in this Agreement shall apply and bind the heirs, 
successors, executors, administrators and assigns of the Parties hereto. 

15. Assignment of Rights   

Neither TDLT nor the Group may assign any of its rights or duties under this Agreement without 
the prior written consent of the other Parties, except that the Group may assign its rights and duties to a 
single public benefit corporation, if any, formed by the Group to further the Group’s objectives as 
described herein.  

16. Applicable Law 

This Agreement shall be construed under and shall be deemed to be governed by the laws of the 
State of California, without giving effect to any principles of conflicts of law if such principles could 
operate to construe this Agreement under the laws of any other jurisdiction. 

17. Construction of Agreement 

This Agreement is the product of negotiation and preparation by and among each Party hereto 
and its attorneys.  Therefore, the Parties acknowledge and agree that this Agreement shall not be 
deemed to have been prepared or drafted by one Party or another, and that it shall be construed 
accordingly.  The Parties expressly waive the provisions of California Civil Code Section 1654. 

18. Severability   

If any term, covenant or condition of this Agreement or the application thereof to any person or 
circumstances shall be invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement, or the application of 
such term or provisions to persons or circumstances other than those to which it is held invalid or 
unenforceable, shall not be affected thereby, and each term shall be valid and enforceable to the fullest 
extent permitted by law. 

19. Modification of Agreement 

No supplement, modification, waiver, or amendment with respect to this Agreement shall be 
binding unless executed in writing by the Party against whom enforcement of such supplement, 
modification, waiver or amendment is sought. 

20. Counterparts of Agreement 
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This Agreement may be signed in counterparts by the Parties hereto and shall be valid and 
binding on each party as if fully executed all on one copy.  Facsimile signatures shall be deemed 
originals. 

21. Signatories’ Authority 

All individuals who execute this Agreement warrant and represent that they have the authority 
to do so both on their own behalf and, if they execute this Agreement on behalf of a legal entity, that 
they have the authority to do so and to bind the legal entity on whose behalf they have acted.  

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the Parties hereto has executed this Agreement or has caused this 
Agreement to be executed by its duly authorized representatives. 

So Agreed on this ____ day of                        , 2014 (the “Effective Date”). 

Truckee Donner Land Trust 

By_______________________________       ______________________________ 

 Perry Norris, Executive Director                     Anne Chadwick, President 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So Agreed this       day of August, 2014. 
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_________________________________                                 ______________________________ 

George Lamson          Linda Cashion 

 

_________________________________     _______________________________ 

Bill Oudegeest         Nancy Oudegeest 

 

 



[26] 
  

Attachment D 
Letter from the Water Quality Control Boart to TDLT explaining the water rights situation for Van 

Norden Lake. 
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State Water Resources Control Board,

ln¥Reply  Refet' to:
R MC:UNiJ00707l

Mr. Perry Norris, Executive Director
Truckee Donner Land Trust
10069 West River Street, Suite C-1
Truckee, CA 96161 T

Dear Mr. Norris:

NOTTCE OF FAlL;URE TO Fil.E A STATEMENT OF WATER  DiV.EtRSiON AND USE AND NOTICE
OF WATER RIGHTRREQUIREMENTS FUR WATER STURAGE AT LAKE VAN NORDEN, SOUTH
FORK YUBA Rl\./ER, NEVADA AND PLACER COUNTIES 9

The State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board), Division of Water Rights (Division)
received a copy of the letter dated September 29, 2011 sent by the Department of Water
Resources (DWR), Division of Safety of Dams (DOSD) to Royal Gorge. LLC (Royai Gorge),
the former owner of the properties sontairiiog Lake Van Norden L3'i‘tCl its dam. The letter notified
Royal Gorge of the determination by DOSOD that the dam at Lake ‘van Norden was in need of
repairs. The ietter’ prompted Division staff to investigate whether; the storage of surface water at
Lake Van Norden had a vaiid basis of right. As explained further below, Division staff have
researched the available records and conclude that there is neither an appropriativre water right
permit or license, a valid pre-1914 or riparian claim, nor a current Statetment of Water Diversion
and Use (Statement) associated with Lake Van Norden. Consequently, this letter serves as notice
that the diversion and storage of water at Lake Van Norden.-is unauthorized and identifies possible
courses of action to address the unauthorized status of the diversion.

Timeline of Staff lrwgestigation
On August 2, 2012. Division staff accompanied DOSOD staff on its site inspection of the partialiy
deconstructed darn. At the time of the field inspection, Division staff understood that the Lake Van
Norden project undertaken by Royai Gorge was in defaoit, that the project would be managed by a
receiver appointed by the Placer County Superior Court, and that thealevasdat and Ptacer County
properties where Lake Van Norden and its dam are situated were inthe process of ownership '
change. Currently, the properties containing Lake \/an Norden are heid bythe (Truckee Donner
Land Trust (Trust). '

In response to the Division’s initial request to identify the basis of right for water held at Lake Van
Norden, Division staff received 3! letter dated August 29, 201 2. from Robert Maddow, legal counsel
to the receiver/operatortof the Lake \/an Norden project, who stated that neither the receiver nor
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PerryNe:'ris, %Emcuiive imaziinr ~  
Trurzkae Dannar Land Tmsi % '

Royal Serge cars file a Staternerat because the water righta are i1eILd entireiy b?y%1ihe Pac%ifi?¢s%Gas an
Eie@ict%ric ComPa%%n§£(PG&E) and becau se%%watie%r is nin?t"ta%i<en%%iundier €vfiiR'EiF€l§ 3fl€§- far banefissxial
purpcvse. Mr. Mad£:l%uw a%nsiesed ¢Qpies%@f% pe%fi:inent dmuments, zssfa%n%app%§icatinn
submitted by PG&Eto %theCi;aliif¢mEa Pub1%i;; %Litiiii,ties (%C %PUG§) a§t%ed* (Jase ta
transfer ownership sf the propeftties Van N¢rdéni%%andi%%£s i-ami. ”
appiir:a2%im prmrided b%a%ekgreun%d irwfcsrmatien expiae i%ne%%lt%hat %¥%@diB~®mmii$ $¥6fl
and breast: the dam 197% rather than repair it to? rneet DWR seéamiic safety ista r1dards».

%Maddc1w 31?-EQ pmvided a mgzy arf PG&Ef‘_+s Ezetter dataé Ju¥y%~€ 8, $e:1%tftn
Bcs=ard, stated that %%w?i l¥’h"ansfer 21, Qf right »s£?air1r1ai@
Lake Van Ncrden%£aén-er Stateémanti in Lake Ferdycfi, aismhad  a" %separate G&E
Pre-1914 ciaim umer %Sfaiteme%n1f $889833.

Mr. Maddow a1sc: prov%i;died1 a raspy cfihe grant trarssfermg ¥&¥%evan£ prapeflie%st0% Reyal,
Garge dated 1 The granirieedim:%I1:d@éianigu%ag%etQ~resiewe ali and
appropriative r§gh%t%s%whi1:h are aiinnexed ta, inherent and paz't%s%and .p;arceE 5Qf'$ai§i§1§E3:1-F*I'C§ ’E"I'ty
be-ing conveyed, wh%ethe%r% pres%cr§pt%ive% or rather, tegetiwer with at! right; titia, and %in1e¢rest%sia§z1y
natura wh%a%tev1er in and waters which saw or hereafier fiew %ir1the% Yuba River -and any tributaries
theraflf. %

in an e-‘mail sent on Deicambar 4* 213113Er?-re%sp@onis&*'m D%ivEsion.staf€*s inquiry, Jas%sphRay,¢a PG&E
water rights arxgineier,  pravEded a of thamm§any’s<agiivit§$is.@regarding< the ttansfét-¥:>f the
%p%ra%;mflies at Lake Van Narden mgether wixh suppowffing da¢u%mentsiilih%at% gréepasail
to mews its pie-1:91“-4 water sterage rights ai Lam NIOfd 5&§n3 to we %iFQffi1%¥¢@}é %$iI§>7T%firting%  
documents that were prwizzied imliude PG&E’s  Jurxe 1? 19791etteir% ta the %DiLvi%sii@r: mgmfiing the
reteaatian uf its smrage rights to Lake Fardyca, and Va letter dated?Augz:-st17, frm%the
Division ta D0809 indicating that the iJivisEan’s review found tha;tPG&Eihad suf?in;ient‘water rights?
is cover the Vprumzzseci? Ytransfer in and that:*?t?m,ivE?s?i%a?n e?on?cra:*reidi??sa:ithVitfmpmpesied
transfer, previéed that; are n%::;tirijureQ. a may fmm PG&E%£a the
Division dated ma 29? 1982; %v¢as -iinciude which iyisied selverai %St§t&me%n€%*%fiu%mbers that
asked to eliscior\iinue§ imiudii I19 %S%t31=em%"ent%% S8094? which mdieated was abar‘2;dcmed. in  his
e~mait, Mr. Ray exp%a%ine%ci that Eariguaga grant de%;rese%:ving wat}e,: rigvhiswas inzendm 10
preniude the newnwner frrsm §i~.rer£i:1g% water framthe [fiver un%e%r%ripa*rian er any%Qii¥ier%ciaimi;
however, Ray aisn stated ihat alt water rigmsi at Van Narfiain tiwa an its
Lake Fordyce er had bean abYand¢%ned%a,nd tha? dams mm cilaim%%any ’-'i:l'§'atEF"-E§5igh:‘{.;E§$t Lake Van
Norman.

Accerding is tha i3i1vi%s%i a%n%'s rewards, the iasiL %Sup;alem%entai $taiemieg§»subm ifielfly %f;e%r
Siaiiemfini saom? far {Lake vanweraen dam sepzember 21$ QQYVQ ml ii ifidiwiefi tha?
the dam had %be»en breached in Septambar and sf stycragiahave hear:
I-.ff85I’i'Sf&"*Ff"€C1 ta Lake Fnrd%§rca. hm @a!s*u%;regula:rl§r“% SiuW1&m&%r§§a¥ %f$1fiié1T¥i%fi¥$l ?L¥f'%§*i"
Statement SQOQ>G3@3, iml%ude¢c.£ enmmeriis atating thatti-we amourét fif 3063*-fi@i$
waier stared under its licensedi riights% _(i_icensa 85;=A9Q2?56}% -*?3 fl€i~§2,2@i3 watar
tra%n%sferred frcm Lake Van Narciem It appears int&nt%waAs is abanden any -'F@?§11.=fl.%i'fliH§'-
pfeq 91 righis at Lam xj3n% ggmden 11%-@i%we;e% mm ¢:>thenvise trarssferred%%to%% Lake ¢Fm*clyce.



%:?, my %
Truckee  eener Land Trust '-

The letter from D030 dated September received; the eieeen BQSQr*ee
finfiiing {hat Lake Vee Herder;  ciemi was its ijeriieeedictieee. The ieeefieeed
letter e iini6ieateed that Lake Van dam _W3=$-_-Q‘fii¥.y_ elefereyd eed wee in
19?6 arid that ra&E$e%d;:"$g'?-a%iI¥j. that the
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M eeiiectee in the tedey, Diieiieien eieffiee i revie:we€ -3!:'_1i§'. eenteieed
in the iivieien iirzicete retained tieerien water ecertteirsing
Lake Van Nerdene audits iG3!‘¥1 but iengeri heegefiy e Harden due
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Attachment E 
Discussion of the different habitats in the Donner Summit Valley as a result of the distribution of water 

in the valley. 

The following attachment is a post published in the online blog Van Norden Log at the 

SaveVanNordenLake.Org website at the following link 

http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/2015/05/12/tale-meadows/ 

 

http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/2015/05/12/tale-meadows/


Van Norden Log – Posted 5/12/15 @ SAVEVANNORDENLAKE.ORG 

A Tale of Two Meadows 

"It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of reason, 
it was the age of foolishness, it was the wettest of meadows, it was the 
driest of meadows..." 

Please forgive the literary theft of Charles Dickens words, but they seem to apply so well to the 
present situation in the Donner Summit Valley. In an amazing turn of events over the last two 
years, the preservation of the Summit Valley has been transformed into "restoration" of a valley 
that may never have existed. In a rather self-fulfilling manner, Truckee Donner Land Trust 
(TDLT) has created a rationale that will completely transform the Valley destroying a unique 
combination of open water lake and rare alpine marshland habitats in the name of an alleged 
scientific restoration. It is all based on a clever little ploy that takes advantage of the current 
asymmetric distribution of water in the valley. 

When you examine the current habitat configuration of the Summit Valley as shown in Figure 1 
(for a more in depth discussion of habitats see this post), it is easy to see how TDLT could 
formulate its current plan. The plan is based on a myopic view of the valley, choosing to 
concentrate on one half of the valley and ignore the other. The Valley today currently contains a 
shallow water lake and its adjacent marshland habitat at its west end and the remaining eastern 
portion of the valley is seasonal wet/dry meadow. It is easy to separate the valley into two 
"meadows" based on this asymmetric distribution of water and their associated habitats, one at 

Figure 1. Currently the habitats in the Donner Summit valley are configured asymmetrically 

with lake and marshlands at the western end and seasonal wet/dry meadow at the eastern 

end. 

http://savevannordenlake.org/
http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/2015/05/12/tale-meadows/
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http://onthesummit.net/wordpress/savevannorden/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2015/02/Summit-Valley-2-meadows.jpg
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the west end and one at the east. It is also easy to see how TDLT has chosen to concentrate on 
only one of those meadows at the expense of the other. 

In most respects the eastern meadow is pretty much in the same state as it was prior to the 
appearance of the pioneers in the 1840s. The historic photo in Figure 2, taken in the 1870s, prior 
to the construction of the first dam, clearly shows that the entire meadow was pretty much a 
seasonal wet/dry meadow just as the east end is today. It is true that there has been sporadic 
historical development of the meadow with the advent of the railroad and various buildings as 
hotels and barns and that the meadow was heavily grazed by sheep and cattle. However, for over 
100 years most of the west end of the valley was at the bottom of Lake Van Norden when PG&E 
was maintaining the lake. After it was drained in 1976 the valley has been in its current 
configuration for the last 4 decades, pretty much untouched. It is in that time that the open lake 
and wetland habitat at the west end matured to what it is today. 

 

It is true that the current dam is out of compliance with the state and impounds water without 
the proper rights. This is indeed an issue that has to be worked out with the state of California. It 
is also true that the dam and the water it impounds have serendipitously created the rare and 
biodiverse lake and wetland habitat in the west end of the valley. When TDLT acquired the 

Figure 2. Photo of Donner Summit Valley circa 1870 that shows the valley before construction of a dam and the 

meadow as seasonal wet/dry meadow. 

http://savevannordenlake.org/
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Summit Valley property they made their intentions clear that they would work to preserve the 
Valley including the lake. As it became clear that this would require considerable effort and 
could complicate their plan to transfer the land to the USFS, they chose the more expedient 
solution of draining the lake and wetland habitat. In order to rationalize this reversal, TDLT 
came up with a strategy that completely ignores the destruction of the lake and wetland habitat 
and concentrates on the seasonal wet/dry meadow portion of the Valley. It is this intentional 
distortion that allows TDLT to make the claims of scientific and environmental improvements of 
their restoration plan. 

Half truths 

When you put your blinders on and choose to only consider the seasonal wet/dry meadow 
habitat in the Summit Valley then all the arguments that you hear from TDLT make sense. Who 
wouldn't like to see them re-establish drainage systems and increase the water distribution to 
raise the water table of the east end of the meadow. Of course doing those things will improve 
the habitat and the biodiversity of the wet/dry meadow. That is why TDLT can claim that they 
have the support of scientists and hydrologists. In fact, it makes perfect sense if you realize that 
bringing more water into the east end of the valley will make it more like what currently exists at 
the west end of the valley. 

And that's the rub, they are only telling the truth for half of the valley. What TDLT is not saying 
is that while their plan will increase the water and make the east end of the meadow more like 
the west end, they will be destroying the west end and making it much drier by removing 
hundreds of acre-ft of water and significantly lowering the water table. While they may make the 
east end wetter for a longer period during the summer, the unique open lake and wetlands at the 
west end will be destroyed and the overall water level in the entire valley will be significantly 
decreased. 

Reality Check 

You will hear from TDLT and others 
about things like water course 
modification and plug and pond 
methodology. These methods have 
been proven to work to increase 
water retention in mountain 
meadows and would probably 
significantly increase water retention 
at the east end of Summit Valley. 
However, the reality is that these 
methods are not by any means 
"natural". All of these methodologies 
require heavy excavation to create 
the infrastructure to support them. 
Moreover, because they are not really 
natural processes (show me a Sierra meadow in which plugs and ponds occur naturally), they 
require continuous maintenance and repair. 

Plug and pond restoration does require the help of invasive species. 

http://savevannordenlake.org/
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You will hear that these methods "reconnect" the drainage with the floodplain. That sounds like 
a good thing and it probably is. However, it is not the “natural process”. In fact, river and stream 
formation by erosional down cutting is the natural process. The South Yuba River flowed 
through Summit Valley long before any settler came through the valley. This begs the question 
of what is the Summit Valley going to be restored to. The assumption implicit in the word 
restoration is that you are returning something to a previous state. Plug and pond restoration is 
really a reset of the water drainage with the original floodplain. It has been thousands of years 
since the South Yuba river was connected with its floodplain. The reality is that meadow 
restoration of the east end of the valley will improve its health and vitality, but its restoration 
will by no means be “natural”. The feasibility and sustainability of the restoration state, 
whatever it is, will be uncertain. 

What we lose 

It has always been our intention to work towards preserving the rare and unique blend of 
habitats that have been created in the Donner Summit Valley. We applaud any efforts toward 
improving those habitats, including many of the proposals by TDLT for the east end of the 
valley. However, unlike TDLT, we cannot justify the improvement of some of the habitat such as 
the wet/dry meadow at the expense of destroying existing lake and marshland habitats. 
Retaining more water in the wet/dry meadow may improve that habitat, but removing the lake 
and wetland habitat will also remove all of the species that depend on that habitat. I was really 
shocked when I spoke with a biologist from Point Blue that told me it was OK to lose the lake 
habitat in the Valley to increase the wet/meadow habitat because that was more valuable in 
some way. This sort of statement can only have been made in ignorance of just how special the 
lake and marshlands are. Lake Van Norden is a unique lake in the Sierras because unlike the 
scooped out glacial tarn lakes that predominate in the area, Van Norden is a shallow lake that 
spreads across the floodplain and provides unique habitat for many species of flora and fauna. 
That flora and fauna will cease to inhabit the Summit Valley if the lake is removed. In my mind 
any decrease in biodiversity within the valley is just biologically unacceptable. We think that the 
best solution for the Summit Valley is a comprehensive one that combines preservation of the 
valuable lake and wetland habitats with restoration of the wet/dry meadow to provide an overall 
healthy and diverse valley. 
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